
STATEMENT THAT ARGUMENT IS TRUE AND CORRECT 
(California Elections Code §9600) 

 

 

The undersigned proponent(s) or author(s) of the _______________________________________ 
(primary/rebuttal) 

argument_______________________________ ballot proposition ________________________________ 
(in favor of/against)     (name or number) 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

at the __________________________________________________________________________ Election 
(title of election) 

for the ________________________________________________________________________________ 
(jurisdiction) 

to be held on _____________________________, 20      hereby state that such argument is true and correct  
(date) 

to the best of ____________ knowledge and belief. 
         (his/her/their) 

 

Signed ____________________________________________________Date ________________________ 

 

Print Name __________________________________Title ______________________________________ 

 

 

Signed ____________________________________________________Date ________________________ 

 

Print Name __________________________________Title ______________________________________ 

 

 

Signed ____________________________________________________Date ________________________ 

 

Print Name __________________________________Title ______________________________________ 

 

 

Signed ____________________________________________________Date ________________________ 

 

Print Name __________________________________Title ______________________________________ 

 

 

Signed ___________________________________________________Date ________________________ 

 

Print Name __________________________________Title _____________________________________ 

 
NOTE -  All arguments concerning measures filed pursuant to Div. 9 (§9000-9600), Elections Code, shall be accompanied by this 

form, signed by each author of the argument 

 

If the argument or rebuttal is being signed by a principal officer on behalf of an association that is 

supporting or opposing the measure, the name of the association will appear on the first line, followed by 

the principal officer’s name and title on the second line as the example illustrates: 

 

Mendocino Count Elections Department 

s/Susan M. Ranochak, Registrar of Voters 

 

 

 



 
AUTHORIZATION FOR ANOTHER PERSON(S) TO SIGN REBUTTAL ARGUMENT 

 

 

I, ____________________________________ authorize the following person                                

(print name of original signer of argument)          (print the name of new signer) 
 

to sign the rebuttal  to the argument  in favor, or   against Measure    for the 
_______________.                        (insert letter)           

 (insert election date) 

election. 

 

             
 (Signature of original signer of argument)     Date  

 

 

I, ____________________________________ authorize the following person                                

(print name of original signer of argument)          (print the name of new signer) 
 

to sign the rebuttal  to the argument  in favor, or   against Measure    for the 
_______________.                        (insert letter)           

 (insert election date) 

election. 

 

             
 (Signature of original signer of argument)     Date   

 

 

I, ____________________________________ authorize the following person                                

(print name of original signer of argument)          (print the name of new signer) 
 

to sign the rebuttal  to the argument  in favor, or   against Measure    for the 
_______________.                        (insert letter)           

 (insert election date) 

election. 

 

             
 (Signature of original signer of argument)     Date   

 

 

I, ____________________________________ authorize the following person                                

(print name of original signer of argument)          (print the name of new signer) 
 

to sign the rebuttal  to the argument  in favor, or   against Measure    for the 
_______________.                        (insert letter)           

 (insert election date) 

election. 

 

             
 (Signature of original signer of argument)     Date   

 

 

I, ____________________________________ authorize the following person                                

(print name of original signer of argument)          (print the name of new signer) 
 

to sign the rebuttal  to the argument  in favor, or   against Measure    for the 
_______________.                        (insert letter)           

 (insert election date) 

election. 

 

             
 (Signature of original signer of argument)     Date  

 

Attach this form to the “Signature Statement” with the rebuttal argument. 

 
 


